Impact of neck node radioresponsiveness on the regional control probability in patients with oropharynx and pharyngolarynx cancers managed by definitive radiotherapy.
We reviewed a series of 1,666 patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the oropharynx and pharyngolarynx treated with definitive radiation therapy to determine whether or not radioresponsiveness of the metastatic neck nodes is a reliable indicator of their radiocurability. In a determined group of 708 patients with clinically positive neck nodes, only one third of the adenopathies (247/759) completely regressed at the completion of the treatment. At 6 months, only ten percent of the nodes remained palpable. Lymph node clearance rates and halving diameter times were tumor size-dependent. Node clearance rate was also influenced by the site of the primary lesion. The impact of various parameters, both intrinsic and extrinsic to the tumor behavior, is discussed. Neck control probability was significantly higher for complete responders. In this group, the ultimate node control was as good for adenopathies larger than 6 cm as for the smaller ones. Tumor control probability directly related to clearance rate following radiotherapy. Finally, therapeutic implications are derived for nodal dose adjustments and optimal applicability of radiosurgical combinations.